Clarissa Krieck
Marijuana Licensing Worl< Group Meeting #2 - Hospitality Below are the discussion questions
posed to the Marijuana Licensing Worl< Group on Thursday, May 28 regarding marijuana
hospitality establishments. If you have thoughts on any of the discussion questions below,
please provide input below and submit the document to marijuanainfo@denvergov.org.
Comments will be circulated to the Marijuana Licensing Worl< Group.
Should Denver opt in to allow for three diff�rent types of Marijuana Hospitality
Businesses; including Marijuana Hospitality, Mobile Hospitality and Hospitality & Sales?
I recommend that Denver adopts the Moblie Hospitality and the Hospitality & Sales model, and
not the the Marijuana Hospitaly option as this latter has proven not to be a viable business
model.
What should the equity considerations be for the three different types of Marijuana
Hospitality Establishments?
Repair Discriminatory Enforcement of Prohibition (Access/Entry Barriers)
Look into changing the law to create an automatic process, at no cost for the individual, for the
expungement or sealing of criminal records for cannabis offenses that is inclusive of individuals
under any probationary agreement for such offenses. Eliminate punishment or penalization for
those under parole, probation, or State supervision, or on bail waiting trial, for conduct otherwise
allowed under State cannabis laws. When looking at the 60-day criminal background check
required in the language, exclude non-violent marijuana offenders.
Tax Incentives for Incubating & Funding social equity businesses (Access to Capital)
Access to Funding streams generated through designated tax revenue to finance the costs of
the Sunset Program (incubator} and provide start-up funding for equity applicants and licensees
(% Tax liabilities of current program (s} deferred to social equity business loans.)
Launch State (and Industry) supported technical assistance/training, mentoring, & business
matchmaking program.
Do not implement License Caps Determine the type and number of businesses needed and
avoid arbitrary caps on licenses.
Priority Licensing for social equity applications.
Address zoning issues as discussed at May 28, 2020 meeting. Consumption Space (and
delivery)
What should be the hours of operation for the three different types of Marijuana
Hospitality Establishments?
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The expansion of sales hours carries with it the implications of increased access.
Policies that enhance marijuana access have been associated with increased rates of
Cannabis Use Disorder (Smart & Pacula). Within the realm of alcohol, research
specific to the impact of increased sales hours has revealed that consumption is
positively associated with the hours and days of sales (Popova et al).
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Exemptions to the State's Clean Indoor Air Act would represent the scaling back of a
public health measure that was put in place to protect the health of both consumers and
employees. Marijuana smoke has a similar chemical composition to tobacco smoke,
and second hand exposure to marijuana smoke is associated with a variety of negative
health outcomes, including lung irritation, increased risk of respiratory infections,
impaired blood vessel function, and exposure to carcinogens, as well as the potential for
unwanted psychoactive effects (Springer & Glantz, Hillier et al, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, California Environmental Protection Agency, Wang et al, Holitzki et
al). According to the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers, these risks cannot be adequately mitigated by ventilation systems
(ASHRAE).
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For Mobile Hospitality Establishments, should there be restrictions on when and where vehicles can
stop, park, pickup and drop off patrons?

Should outdoor consumption areas be allowed for Marijuana Hospitality Establishments and Hospitality
& Sales Establishments?

Should there be any additional restrictions on sales limits in Hospitality & Sales Establishments?

Should Denver permit Retail Food Establishments to operate Marijuana Hospitality Establishments,
including restrictions for, but not limited to, hours of operation, methods of consumption, location
restrictions and outdoor operations?

Anything else relevant to Marijuana Hospitality Licensing in Denver that the Work Group should
consider?

Given the potential relationship between outlet density and consumption patterns, it is
essential to: 1) establish mechanisms for monitoring changes in usage rates and other
population-level metrics that result from any policy changes that are enacted, 2) develop
a cadence for reviewing and communicating population-level trends, and 3) identify
resources to enable an adequate prevention response to any changes that are
observed at the population level and/or within specific communities.

